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Ipresentthe resultsof some simplecalculationsdesignedto study
quantum decoherence.The physicsofquantum decoherenceisbriefly
reviewed,and then avery simple"toy"model isanalyzed.Exact solu-
tionsare found using numericaltechniques.The type of decoherence
exhibitedby themodel can be changed by varyinga couplingstrength.
I explainwhy the conventionalapproach to studyingdecoherence by
checkingthe diagonalityofthe densitymatrix isnot always adequate.
Two other approaches,the decoherencefunctionaland the Schmidt
paths approach, are appliedto the toy model and contrastedwith
each other.Possibleproblems with each are discussed.
1 Introduction
The physics of "quantum decoherence" plays an important role in our
understanding of quantum mechanics. Quantum decoherence provides a
mechanism whereby effects often attributed to "the collapse of the wave
function" can arise in a system whose evolution is entirely unitary. This is
accomplished by introducing a sufficiently complex "environment" into the
calculation [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. Such environments are present in most realistic
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physical situations. Indeed, one finds that this mechanism is constantly in
operation all around us, and decoherence is in large part responsible for the
"state" in which we find many commonplace objects.
For example, one could never hope to observe a macroscopic pendulum
in an energy eigenstate of its "harmonic oscillator" Hamiltonian, even if
an initial state could be prepared that way [8]. Local interactions of the
pendulum with its internal degrees of freedom, the gas in the room, or
even just with the cosmic microwave background [9] would insure its rapid
"collapse" into a much more localized state. This would be a consequence of
correlations being set up with these other degrees of freedom which destroy
the coherence of the initial state. At any given time the wavefunction of the
world would then describe many localized copies of the pendulum, each at
different positions, and each correlated with different environment states.
The delocalized property of the initial state would just be reflected in these
different positions being broadly distributed.
The physics of decoherence often points to the existence of preferred
states, whose coherence is not destroyed by interactions with the environ-
ment. In the case of the pendulum these resemble the "coherent states",
which are localized, and follow classical pendulum trajectories. Following
the pioneering work of Zurek [2,3,4,6], the preferred states are often re-
ferred to as the "pointer basis". The word "pointer" is used because of
the importance of the pointer basis in understanding measurement devices
(many of which have pointers!). However (as Zurek and others have noted),
the process of decoherence and the ability of special states to survive the
decohering effects of the environment is a widespread phenomenon, and is
not limited to man-made laboratory equipment. For many objects (such as
the macroscopic pendulum) the pointer basis states are highly localized in
both position and momentum. This fact can give rise to a classical treat-
ment of these objects, in which both position and momentum are sharply
defined.
The role of quantum decoherence in the early universe is of particular
interest. It may provide valuable insights into questions relating to "initial
conditions". One can ask which properties of the universe relate directly
to the "initial state" and which are a consequence of dynamics forcing
systems into the preferred pointer basis states. For example, in inflationary
cosmology the state of the universe during inflation is a highly symmetric
spatially homogeneous one. The fact that we observe an inhomogeneous
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matter distribution today is attributable to loeal interactions destroying
the coherence of this "initial" state [7] (see also [10,11,12,13,14]). The
pointer basis states in this case are not homogeneous. HalliweU [15] has
also emphasized the importance of quantum decoherence when studying
emerging classical behavior in quantum cosmology.
There has recently been a lot of interest in the possible role that certain
quantum gravity effects ("wormholes") could play as an environment re-
sponsible for decoherence [16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23]. In [24] Coleman argues
that the decohering effects of the wormholes serve to define a particular
pointer basis, (although he does not use that language). He shows that
a state which is not of a particular type (not an "A-eigenstate") looses
coherence, and may be thought of as separate A-eigenstates correlated
with different "baby universe" states. The A-eigenstates, however, do not
loose much coherence to wormhole interactions. This is analogous to the
above discussion of the pendulum, and amounts to an argument that the
A-eigenstates are the pointer basis induced by the wormhole interactions.
In familiar examples it is often easy to guess the nature of the pointer
basis. For example, pointer basis states for the center of mass coordinates of
macroscopic objects tend to be loeallzed in space. This can be attributed to
the locality of interactions with the environment. In addition, these local-
ized states need to have fairly sharply defined momenta in order to remain
localized in the course of time. Of course, there are notable exceptions
to this rule. Superconducting Josephson junctions, for example, involves
highly delocalized states which maintain their coherence [25,26,27].
In any case, when venturing into unfamiliar territory such as the early
universe, one might want something more than heuristic arguments to work
with. A common approach is to guess a pointer basis, and to check the di-
agonality of the reduced density matrix (in that basis) produced by tracing
out over the environment. Care must be taken, however, for a number of
reasons. For one, anT/ density matrix can be dlagonalized, but a pointer
basis does not always exist. In many cases the decohering effects of the
environment will rapidly destroy the coherence of any state. Secondly, I
will show how non-zero off-diagonal elements can be tricky to interpret.
They may correspond to small, stable fluctuations around a good pointer
basis, or they may signal very noisy effects which prevent the emergence of
a pointer basis.
There are two additional approaches which are discussed in the litera-
ture. The "decoherence functional" approach [28,29,30,31,32,33], and the
"Schmidt Paths" approach [1,34,35]. The Schmidt paths approach is actu-
ally a straightforward extension of the diagonal density matrix idea. This
paper is a study of these two points of view as applied to a simple system.
The system has a parameter which can be adjusted to change the nature
of the decoherence. Using the Schrnidt point of view, I show that in some
limits a static pointer basis emerges, while in other cases the pointer basis is
dynamically evolving. In many cases the system is just noisy, and no state
can survive the decohering effects of the environment. I note the possibility
that in some of the noisy cases the Schmidt paths approach may loose some
of its utility.
The decoherence function_l is used to determine whether the wavefunc-
tion represents different histories for a given system which do not interfere
with one another. When the answer is in the affirmative, the histories
are said to be "decohering". Although closely related to the existence of
a pointer basis, exhibiting decohering histories places more stringent de-
mands on the physics. The calculations which I present illustrate how care
must be taken in defining when these histories are "sufficiently decohering".
Using one such criterion it appears that none of the examples studied here
exhibit "decohering histories", due to the presence of fluctuations. None
the less, some aspects of the history of the system may still be usefully
discussed.
The next section is a review of the basic ideas of decoherence, and
section 3 provides an introduction to the Schmidt paths point of view. In
section 4 the toy model is introduced. In sections 5 and 6 the behavior of
the toy model is analyzed from the Schmidt point of view. Section 7 starts
with brief introduction to the decoherence functional, which is then used
to analyse the toy model. Comparisons with previous work are made in
section 8. Conclusions are presented in section 9. A number of technical
issues are addressed in the appendices.
Throughout this paper I use units in which _, = 1.
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2 Correlations and Decoherence
2.1 The exactly separable limit
Whenever one studies a system quantum mechanically, the wavefunction of
the world, [_b)_,, is usually implicitly assumed to have the following direct
product form:
Here l_b).is the wave function of the By, tern under study, and [_b), is a state
for the re_t of the degrees of freedom of the world, which do ..not concern the
particular calculation at hand. In fact, one usually further assumes that
[_b), itself can be written as a direct product:
The subscripts indicate the numerous subsystems into which one divides
the "system under consideration". These subsystems may be an incoming
particle, a target, a clock, etc..
The product form for a wavefunction is far from general, and one might
wonder why, instead of Eq (1), one is not forced to consider the more general
case:
I,_)..= _ _,,J li). ® IJL (3)
i,.i
where {li).} and {IJ),} are Bases which span the Hilbert spaces of the
"system" and the "rest of the world" respectively. One could just embrace
the product form as one of the initial assumptions, but there is another
point of view which is much more physically motivated. This second point
of view is closely tied with the notion of "quantum decoherence" and is the
subject of this paper. I will start the discussion with some formal remarks,
and then bring in the additional complications which make the picture more
interesting and physical.
In order to exactly preserve the product form of Eq (1) the total Hamil-
tonian must generally be of the form:
tt_ :I-I,®I,+I,®I-I, (4)
where I represents the identity operator in the labeled subspace
tAnother possibility is that hb), ® [Xb), is an eigenstate of the total FIamiltonian. This
possibility will be relevant to later discussion.
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However, given a separable Hamiltonian, one could go beyond the simple
product form of Eq (I), and instead have:
i
Then, as long as
= (6)
each l_bi), will evolve independently according to H,, and there will be
no interference among them. Note that there is only one summation in
Eq (5), so each state l_b_)0 is uniquely correlated with its own member of
the orthonormal set [_i),. The lack of interference between the different
[_i), states can be seen by considering any operator with non-zero matrix
elements between the different ]_i)°'s, and which operates entirely in the
"system" subspace. One can write such an operator as (9° ® I,. The oper-
ator (90 could represent a third system measuring the system in question.
The ability of (9 to mix different I_/,i)o'S would suggest the interference could
be observed among the different terms in lg')w. However, when one looks
at the situation in the full Hilbert space one finds that
i,j
i
Here we see that the othogonality of the states in the r subspace prevents
Oo from mixing different ]_i)0's.
What I have just described is an idealized example of the important role
correlations can play in quantum physics. I have shown how the presence
of correlations with an %nvironment" can allow a wavefunction to describe
a multitude of different non-interfering histories for a system. (In this
case the histories are given by the time evolution of the [_)o's). This
basic mechanism allows one to reproduce effects often attributed to the
"collapse of the wavefunction", where no interference is observed between
different "outcomes" of a quantum measurement. To properly illustrate
this point one needs to expand the picture, so that each non-interfering
history includes many subsystems which can interact with one another (see
for example [3,35]).
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An additionul point I should make here is that one normally assigns
probabilities to the different independent terms, corresponding to the prob-
abilities of the different "outcomes". For sensible probabilities to be as-
signed, one needs the states of the system in Eq 5 to also obey (at least to
a very good approximation) an orthonormality relation:
• = 6 ,j, (o)
just as the I_i)- do. This is needed because, to the extent that the different
Itbl),'s do overlap, they do not represent distinct physical situations, and
the probabilities ones assigns to each will necessarily not add to unity. 2
2.2 Interactions and the origin of the correlations
This discussion has been focused on correlations between the system and
the "rest" subspaces. So far, I have had nothing to say about the origin
of these correlations. Because of the exact separability assumed for the
Hamiltonian, the correlations are not a result of dynamics, but are just a
property of the initial state which is preserved by the dynamics.
The reason these considerations are interesting, however, is that in the
physical world one never has ezact separability. While there are cases which
are separable enough from a practical point of view, there are often ways
we can manipulate the situation to expose the additional degrees of free-
dom (or subspaces), and to exhibit interactions among different ]_k_)'s in a
wavefunction of the form Eq 5. (In some interesting cases, including in an
example I wiU present in this paper, the interaction between system and
environment will actually dominate over the respective self Hamiltonians.)
An important example is that of the "quantum measurement". A decay-
ing nucleus can interact with a Geiger counter, setting up correlations with
its internal degrees of freedom. Afterwards, the total wavefunction can be
thought of as having two essentially independent terms, one describing the
case where the Geiger counter has clicked, and the other where it has not
clicked. In this case, the lack of exact separability allows one to associate
the creation of the relevant correlations with the interactions between the
decay products and the Geiger counter.
2This constraint also removes some ambiguities that were present in the rather for-
mal discussion so far (there are man!t different expansions of a given wavefunction which
conform with just Eqs 5 and 6).
There has beena lot of theoretical work linking quantum measurement
with the setting up of correlations such as those discussed above. I refer
the reader to [1,3,9] for further discussion.
With the abandonment of exact separability, one is able to point to a
physical origin for correlations under discussion. However, confusion some-
times arises as to how the correlations are to be discussed. For example,
the specially correlated form for the wavefunction (Eq 5) is not generally
preserved under time evolution unless the Hamiltonian is exactly separable.
In a typical discussion one often sees
I_)._ _ _ l,h_).® I_), (1o)
i
and
,(_bi[_bj), _, (lbi[_bj), _ &.j (11)
which are just Eqs (5), (6), and (9) with _ replacing =. These equations are
ambiguous and one is then left with a number of questions. For example:
How close to equality is "good enough" in each of these expressions.
3 The Schmidt Paths
In the standard approach, one studies
p.--__,.=, (12)
where one has traced out the rest space in Pw (-- l_b)(_bt) to produce the
reduced density matrix for the svsferrt. One notes that if I_)w takes on the
specially correlated form (Eq (5)) then:
p, = _t_,),<%(4,sl x ,(,h,l,hj), (13)
ij
i
and the density matrix for the system is diagonal.
It is quite common to then reverse the argument, and say that if the
density matrix is found to be diagonal in a particular basis, then it is these
basis states which are specially correlated with the environment. However,
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any density matrix can be diagonalized, so a diagonal density matrix alone
does not tell you very much.
In fact, it turns out that the "specially correlated" form of the wavefunc-
tion (Eq (5)) is actually completely general, even when the orthogonality
relations (Eqs (6) and (9)) are satisfied for both subsystems. This is an old
result due to Schmidt [36], and is related to the fact that in addition to p,
one can construct
,. _=a-.p.,. (15)
Both po and p,. can be diagonalized. As long as the world is in a pure state,
i.e.
p., = (16)
both density matrices will have identical eigenvalues. The one correspond-
ing to the larger Hilbert space will have additional zero eigenvalues. (The
case where pw is not pure can be treated in a similar way, as discussed in
[35]0
A basis for the whole Hilbert space can be formed as the direct product
space of the eigenstates of the two density matrices. When the state of the
world is expanded in this direct product basis one finds
IxaL,= li).s IiLs , (17)
i
where the Ii), s and {i),s denote the eigenstates (or "Schmidt states") cor-
responding to the non-zero eigenvalues, pi of each density matrix. Phase
information can be incorporated into the the eigenstates to allow positive
real values for the expansion coefficients v@"
Equation (17) shows that given a {¢),,, and a particular direct prod-
uct form for the Hilbert space, the "specially correlated" form of Eq (5)
may always be exactly obtained using the Schmidt procedure. In general,
however, time evolution wiU not preserve this form, and the Schmidt de-
composition must be re-calculated at each moment of time. People are
often surprised by the Schmidt result. Appendix A gives a brief proof, and
further discussion designed to give the result more intuitive appeal.
By nature, the Schmidt form of a state gives an exact account of the
correlations present between any two subsystems. (Each li) s is uniquely
correlated with its own ]i)s.) That makes it a natural starting point for
a discussion of decoherence. A particular application of interest here is
the search for a pointer basis. That means determining if there are any
states for the systems whose coherence is not continually destroyed by the
setting up of correlations with the environment. The Schmidt states wiI1
in general vary in some crazy way with time, as [_b)_, evolves, indicating
ever-cha_nging correlations between the system and the environment. My
favorite approach to the search for a pointer basis is to follow the evolution
of the Schmidt states (which trace out _'Schmidt paths"). When their
evolution becomes sufficiently regular, on can say that they represent a
pointer basis. A version of this point of view was first proposed by Zeh [1],
and has been further discussed in [34,37,35,38,39]. (I disagree with some
of the statements made in [38], see [39]) If one wishes to see the Schmidt
paths point of view cazefully spelled out_ I direct you to Refs I1,351.
For this article, I move right along to some simple examples, which
might be the best way to be introduced to these ideas. I turn now to the
description of a simple "toy system", with which cMculation are easy, yet
for which the decohering behavior can be adjusted by varying a parameter.
The Schmidt paths point of view will be used to analyse the system. Then
another perspective on decoherenee, the "decoherence functiona/" will be
reviewed and applied to the same system.
4 The toy system
The system which I study is designed to exhibit decoherence in a primitive
form, with as little extra baggage as possible. The world is divided into a
two state subsystem (subsystem number 2) coupled to an "environment"
of variable size, nt (subsystem number 1). Thus, the Hilbert space of the
"world" is 2n_ dimensionM. The Hamiltonian can be written
(18)
Where I_ represent the unit operator in the space of subsystem k. the first
two terms represent the self Hamiltonians of the environment and system
respectively, and the tast term gives the interactions between system and
environment. I choose the self Hamiltonian of the two state system to be
+ I±><T[). (19)
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This causes the spin to rotate, from the point of view of the {IT), I_)} basis,
with a frequency proportional to E2. The self Hamiltonian of system 1 (the
"environment") is
H1 -- E1 × R (20)
where/_ is an Hermitian matrix with the real and imaginary parts of each
independent matrix element chosen randomly in the interval [-0.5, 0.5) (by
the computer's random number generator).
It is important for the physics which I want to study that the environ-
ment (subsystem 1) evolve in a way which exhibits no special relationship
with the "system" (subsystem 2). The random form of H1 insures this,
without trying to mimic any particular physical environment.
In a similar spirit, the interaction Hamiltonian is:
H, =E, × (IT><TI®H; + ®Hi). (21)
The matrices Hxt and H_ are each different random matrices constructed
in the same fashion as/_. The idea of this interaction is to set up different
correlations between the system and the environment depending on whether
the spin is up or down. If the spin is up, the first term in Hx causes the
environment state to be pushed in one direction (in its Hilbert space), while
if the spin is down, the second term pushes the environment in another
direction. In this sense the interaction can be thought of as providing for a
primitive "measurement", with the { IT), [_)} basis being the "pointer basis"
in which the measurement occurs. However, although the two different
random Hl's insure that the environment is pushed in the two different
directions in each of the IT) versus ]J.) cases, there is purposely no attempt to
attach any additional interpretation to Ht and Hi. I have made this choice
in order to keep the discussion focused on the simplest possible example.
In real physical examples of decoherence the environment may or may
not be as "anonymous" as I have depicted it here. In some cases a real
laboratory measurement is being performed, and we would easily identify
some subsystem of the environment as a "pointer" or a mark in a lab
notebook, which has become correlated with the state of the system under
examination. In other cases the role of the environment may be played
by a photon scattering off the object in question, and propagating off into
"empty" space. In this second situation one would have a fairly clear idea
of the state of the photon ( at least until it interacted with a dust particle
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or star!). In yet other cases decoherence can be caused by interactions with
some sort of thermal bath (such as the earth's atmosphere). In such a case
one only has a very rough idea of the specific states of the environment that
become correlated with the system, and the situation begins to resemble
the one I have set up here. In each of these cases, an essential ingredient is
that the interactions serve to set up correlations between the system and
environment in a particular way. It is this feature which I have sought to
incorporate here, while keeping specific details to a minimum.
The reader may notice a similarity between this system and others that
have appeared in the literature on quantum decoherence. I will save until
section 8 a discussion of the relationship between this and other work.
5 Calculating Schmidt paths
The calculations I undertake are quite simple. I use a computer program
(described in appendix B ) to evolve an initial state unitarily under the
action of the Hamiltonian presented in the previous section. The density
matrix for system 2 (p2) is easily constructed at any time by tracing over the
system 1 subspace (the "environment"). The density matrix is diagonalized,
and the Schmidt paths, described by the time history of the eigenvectors,
can be followed. This process has been repeated for a variety of initial
states, and for different relative strengths of the couplings El, E2, and Ei
in the Hamiltonian.
5.1 Weak coupling
I start the discussion with the following case: The parameters of the Hamil-
tonian are
E1 =1, E_=I, Ex=.3. (22)
This represents weak coupling, since the self-energies of systems 1 and 2,
(El, and E2) are higher than the interaction energy (Ez). The initial state
is
I¢(intial)) = IT) ® Irandom)l, (23)
where Irandom)l is a state chosen randomly in the environment subspace.
The random state is generated by choosing both the real and imaginary
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parts of its expansion coefficients in the working basis randomly on the
interval [-0.5, 0.5) and then normalizing (See Appendix B for further de-
tails). Figure 1 displays a variety of information about this example. The
dotted curve on the lower plot represents the entropy of the system, in units
where the maximum entropy is unity:
s - (tog=p)). (24)
Note how the initial entropy is zero. Because the initial state (Eq 23) has a
simple direct product form, the individual subsystems are in "pure" states,
the density matrix has only one non-zero eigenvalue, and the entropy is
zero. Naturally enough, the entropy increases with time. The solid line on
the lower plot shows the value of the larger eigenvalue of P2. Since there
are only two eigenvalues, this curve contains no more information than the
entropy (one can be calculated form the other), but it is handy to have
both forms of the information available.
It is important to remember that the whole "world" remains in a pure
state throughout the evolution. It is just relative to the subdivision into
spin system and environment that the density matrix becomes "mixed",
and the entropy becomes non-zero.
The dotted line on the top plot in Fig (1) gives the expectation value
of the spin operator Ix ® J where
This curve starts at 1/2, as it should given that the initial state is pure "IT)",
and oscillates with the period zc, corresponding to the self-Hamiltonian of
system 2. However, the amplitude of the oscillation declines with time.
This coincides with the increasing entropy, and is indicative of the fact
that the spin system is no longer in a pure state. To the extent that the
spin is not definitely in a particular state, the quantity
¢, ®Jl¢) (26)
will not clearly exhibit the evolution of a pure spin state.
The solid curve in the top box of Fig (1) represents the expectation
value of the spin in one of the eigenstates of p2 (the one corresponding to
the larger of the two eigenvalues). This quantity allows one to follow one of
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the two "Schmidt paths" associated with the two state system. This curve
also exhibits the oscillatory behavior induced by the self-Hamiltonian. An
important feature of the solid curve is that the amplitude remains steady.
There is no sign that the clean oscillatory behavior is degrading with time,
as it is with the dotted curve. This fact allows one to regard the oscillating
states as a pointer basis. The wavefunction describes two possible paths
for the spin, each oscillating, but with different phases. The decohering
effect of the environment does not dramatically effect the evolution of the
oscillating states.
5.2 What does it mean?
In order to ascribe physical meaning to these results on must speak about
how other systems interact with the spin rsystem. If one were to adhere
strictly to the spirit of this work, one would need to enlarge the Hilbert
space so as to include the additional systems. I will not do that here, but
instead describe in words what might be expected. (Reference [35] discusses
how to extend the Schmidt approach to multiple subsystems.)
The results in Fig 1 can be taken to mean the following: If one were
to interact with the spin system with an apparatus which couples only to
the spin, and not to the environment, then one may treat the spin as being
on two different paths. On each path the spin is oscillating, but the paths
are 180 degrees out of phase. At any given time, interference between
the two paths could never be detected, due to the correlations with the
environment. Any interaction just with the spin can be represent by an
operator of the form (), @ Iv. The absence of interference is evident by the
inability for such an operator to mix the spin states on the different paths,
as illustrated in Eq 8.
There is a sense in which one would want to have the probability for each
path be constant, in order to think of the paths as not interfering with one
another in the course of time. The probability shown in Fig 1 (solid curve,
bottom plot) is never exactly constant, and in the first half of the time
period, shows a trend downward. I discuss this issue further in Section 7
and in [39]. For now, I just remark that in realistic situations the probability
can never be expected to be exactly constant. In cases where the probability
is changing sufficiently slowly, one can think of reasonably separate paths
which are slowly branching into one another due to fluctuations.
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The (oscillating) "state" of the spin is determined by the dynamics. The
only property which is determined by the state of the "world" is the relative
probability of finding the spin with one phase or another. This way in which
correlations, rather than just the intial conditions, determine the "state"
in which we find a system is of particular interest in the field of cosmology.
In cosmology one is driven to contemplate the "initial conditions of the
universe". It is very important however, that we clarify what properties of
our universe are a reflection of the initial conditions, and which properties
are the result of correlations set up by the dynamics, and the nature of the
particular measurements we are able to make. (Of course such effects may
also be related in some less direct way to the initial conditions.)
5.3 Strong coupling
I now vary the problem by increasing the strength of the interaction, relative
to the self-Hamiltonians. Figure 2 describes a situation identical to that in
Fig 1, except that now
E1 = 1, E2 =1, Ex=l. (27)
Although there are some traces of the periodicity present in the previous
case, the clean effect is completely gone. The is no clear pointer basis in
this case. One could say that whatever states are specially correlated with
the environment at one time, the interactions always decohere them. One
is left no chance to view the evolution of the spin system in a simple way.
Note that the entropy increases much more rapidly than in Fig 1, in keeping
with the disordered nature of the more strongly coupled case.
For Fig 3, the interaction strength has been increased to Et = 3. Again,
there is no simple behavior on the part of the Schmidt paths, but there is
a new feature: The plotted Sctrmidt path is now more likely to be spin up,
than spin down.
This feature becomes more pronounced as the interaction strength is
increased further. Figure 4 shows the case where Er = 10. In this case the
two Schmidt paths are very closely pinned to spin up (shown) and spin down
(orthogonal to the one shown). The paths are now constant in time, except
for small fluctuations. One can again say that there is a pointer basis, but
it is a different one, as compared with the weakly coupled, oscillating case.
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Now one can say that the wave function of the world exhibits two paths,
or histories,for the spin. One is constant spin up. The other is constant
spin down.
One might wonder how the Schmidt analysis compares with the stan-
dard approach of just looking at the diagonallty of the the density matrix.
Fig 5 shows the magnitude of the off-diagonal element, (T[p2 l.t)in the
strongly coupled (dashed curve) and medium coupled (solidcurve) cases.
The sizeof thisquantity isindeed smaller in the strongly coupled case,cor-
responding to the fact that {IT),[£)}is a good pointer basis in that case.
However, the differenceisnot striking,and one may not have even noticed
the dramatic differencesbetween the two cases if(TIp2 lJ.)was allthat was
studied.
5.4 The Watchdog effect
The strongly coupled case gives a nice illustrationof the "watchdog effect"
whereby frequent measurement of a system in a particularstate can prevent
it from evolving [40,41_42,43].I argued in section 4 that the environment
(system 1) plays the roleof a primitivemeasurement apparatus. Increasing
the interactionstrength decreases the time ittakes for correlationsto be set
up with the environment, and thus increases the frequency with which the
"measurements" take place. The spin is measured in the _IT),{J.)}basis.
When the frequency of measurement is increased (by increasing Er) the
spin is prevented from evolving out of these states,as exhibited by the
constant Schmidt paths.3
I findthisillustrationof the watchdog effectappealing, since (as in [43])
the measurements are not represented by projection operators. Projection
operators are often a perfectly adequate way of representing a measure-
ment, when one wants to simplify the problem by not including the mea-
surement apparatus in the totalwavefunction. However, in a presentation
of the watchdog effectthe measurement is the focus of the discussion. It
can be misleading when something as mathematical and remote as a pro-
jcction operator plays such centralrole.When representing measurements
with projection operators, it might appear that an increased frequency of
3The idea that the environment can often provide the '_rneasurements"necessary for
the watchdog effecthas been discussedin the literature[4,9]
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measurement can be had "for free", and the corresponding change in the
dynamics can appear mysterious. In the above discussion, one can iden-
tify the increased frequency of measurement with an interaction becoming
stronger. It is not surprising that in the presence of a very strong interac-
tion the system behaves differently.
6 The high entropy case
So far I have discussed only direct product initial states, which have zero
entropy. In the situations where a nice pointer basis appeared the entropy
never really got very large and, correspondingly, there was always one eigen-
value of the density matrix which was clearly the largest. I now shift the
discussion to higher entropy states
6.1 Strong coupling
In the strongly coupled case (Fig 4), the initial state was pure spin up, and
the evolution was one in which I_') states remained stable. It is not sur-
prising that the world does not deviated too far from its low entropy initial
state. Figure 6 shows the same system as Fig 4, but viewed much later in
its evolution. One can see that the entropy has increased somewhat, but
it still is far from maximal. The Schmidt path evolution has not changed
much, although the fluctuations look a bit larger. I have found that the
picture looks similar to Fig 6 even at times a factor of ten larger.
However, one can just start with a higher entropy initial state, and
see how the Schmidt paths behave. One might expect that if the cou-
pllng were strong, the same simple evolution would be obtained. Figure 7
shows the results from a calculation that started with "random initial con-
dltions'. Specifically, I consider the expansion of the initial wavefunction
in the energy eigenstate basis (eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian) and
choose the real and imaginary parts of each coefficient randomly on the
interval [-0.5, 0.5), and then normalize. Note how the entropy is initially
close to maximal, as would be expected. The Schmidt paths clearly do
not reproduce the simple constant spin (up or down) evolution of the low
entropy case. One does see some long time features (on time scales 0(10))
which might suggest a tendency toward constant behavior: but that is far
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from clear.
Perhaps the high entropy case needs a larger coupling to achieve the
simple constant spin pointer basis evolution. Figure 8 shows the results
of increasing the relative strength of the interaction even more (Ef/E2 =
El/Et = 10r), and starting with the same initial state. The behavior of
the Schmidt paths in this case is even more remote from the low entropy
paths.
What we are seeing here might be related to the definition of the
Schmidt paths. Schmldt paths are based on the eigenvectors of the density
matrix p2. The high entropy case corresponds to the eigenvalues of p2 being
nearly degenerate (note how the larger of the two eigenvalues, given by the
solid line in the lower plot, is close to 1/2). When the eigenvalues of a
matrix are exactly degenerate, the eigenvectors are not uniquely specified.
It seems reasonable that when the eigenvalues are close to degenerate, the
eigenvectors depend in a delicate way on small fluctuations in the elements
of p2. This dependence on small fluctuations appears to be washing out
the nice pointer basis behavior exhibited by the low entropy case.
While this explanation seems reasonable, it raises troubling questions
about the ability of the Schmidt paths to identify a pointer basis in realistic
phys{eal S{tuations. For example, one should be able to construct an exper-
iment where the probability that a Geiger counter has ticked is as close to
1/2 as one might want. There should be no confusion about the existence
of two non-interfering paths in that situation. Certainly there has been no
observed degradation of Geiger counter performance in that limit.
6.2 Weak coupling
I now turn to the case of high entropy, weakly coupled systems. Figure 9
shows the results of using the same high entropy initial state as above but
now with
Et =1, E2= I, El=.3. (28)
The story appears to be similar to the strongly coupled case. Although
there are vestiges of the oscillating behavior observed in the low entropy
states (compare with Fig 1), the evolution is not as clean, and it is clear
that the same type of pointer basis behavior is not present.
Figure 10 shows the same arrangement as in Fig 1 (weak coupling, with
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low initial entropy), viewed much later in its evolution. As with the strongly
coupled case, the early behavior of the Schmidt paths persists at later times.
(Actually there does appear to be some modulation of the amplitude here,
but the effect is limited, and it may be attributable to the small size of
the environment.) What is interesting is that in this case the entropy is
very high, at least as high as the entropy in the case of random initial
conditions (Fig 9). I take this as something of an "existence proof" that
the Schmidt paths can identify a pointer basis in a situation where density
matrix eigenvalues are nearly degenerate. The evolution of the Schmidt
paths need not be dominated by the fluctuations in this limit.
The analogy here with the Geiger counter is interesting. There are
physical situations where the fact that the entropy is high prevents a pointer
basis from emerging. For example, if a Geiger counter is placed in a furnace,
it is no longer a useful measurement device. It is interesting that in the
Geiger counter case, the situation where simple pointer basis behavior is
destroyed (in the furnace) is where the interaction with the environment is
strong, just as in my calculations. In situations where a Geiger counter is
expected to handle degenerate probabilities without a problem, its evolution
is dominated by its self interactions. This is just the situation where I was
able to observe coherent pointer basis behavior under high entropy in my
simple system. This is encouraging, but more work needs to be done. The
question of whether the Schmidt paths are a good way of looking at the
physics in situations with nearly degenerate probabilities has yet to be
dearly resolved.
It is intriguing that Figures _ and 10 both show (pure) states with have
high entropy from the point of view of the spin-environment subdivision.
Although the entropy is similar, the states have very different behavior. One
was chosen randomly, and the other was reached by evolving a particular
low entropy initial state for a long time. A more thorough investigation of
the differences between these two states is currently underway.
6.3 Quantum measurement
It would be nice to use these cMculations to illustrate the "collapse" of the
wave function associated with a quantum measurement. In principle one
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would do this buy setting up an intial state of the form:
[_b(initial))_, = ([T)v_2!_) ) ® [something) I (29)
and tracing the evolution of the Schmidt paths. Initially one Schmidt state
would be (IT> + [_.))/v_. In the strongly coupled case, as time progressed,
one could simply watch the evolution of this schmidt path and watch the
state "collapse" into a IT) or ].L) state. At the same time of course, the
other Sckm.idt path would have its probability increasing from zero, and
would become peaked around the other alternative.
The catch is, at least when the initial states of the environment are the
random ones I choose here, that the final state is identical to the state of
the high entropy, strong coupling case already discussed. (One can see this
because the two paths should end up with roughly equal probabilities, and
that means high entropy.) Thus the outcome is not two nice IT) and [].)
Schmidt paths. This might not be too surprising since a random initial
state for the environment makes it a very noisy measurement apparatus.
I am presently investigating the possibility of properly "preparing" the
environment in a suitable initial state so as to make it work like a good
measurement apparatus in this example. It is possible however, that my
toy system is too simplistic to play that role.
7 The decoherence functional
7.1 Review of the decoherence functional
The Schrnidt paths can be thought of as a set of different paths or histories
followed by the spin. There is another approach to identifying histories,
called the decoherence functional approach [28,29,30,31,32,33]. The basic
idea is that if the wave function contains a number of different terms, each
describing an independently evolving path, then it can not hurt to project
out all but one term. If the evolution is truly independent, the remaining
term should evolve the same way, regardless of whether the projection is
made. If a path survives this test, it is said to be "decohering"_ and a
probability can be assigned to that particular path.
2O
As an example, I will consider the constant spin up path, and investigate
whether it "deeoheres" according to the decoherence functional. The first
step in using the decoherence functional is to construct what I call the
"path projected states". That is, one evolves the initial state in time, while
periodically projecting onto the path. The path projected state of the
spin-up path, written [[TT ... T]), is
I[TT ... T]) _ Pte -m'(*"-'"-l) "'" Pre-'_'(*'-*')Pve-'H_(*I-*°)J_) (30)
where
PT -IT)(TI ® _'1" (31)
The times (tl}, when the projections are performed, are an important part
of the definition of the path and represent a "coarse graining in time".
Changing the {tl} results in a "different" path.
One then constructs different path projected states corresponding to
deviations from the constant spin up path. For example,
I[T ... T,I.T])= -'6re-'_"(*"-'"-*)""" PTe-'e'("-t')P,e-_S"(t'-tl)PT e-'H'(*'-*°) 14)
(32)
corresponds to a path where the spin just flips to down at one time, and
otherwise remains up.
In order to determine if a given path decoheres, one considers the path
projected states corresponding to all possible deviations from the given
path. One checks their overlap with the original path projected state, and
to the extent that the overlap is small, the path is said to decohere. The
direct products of two different path projected states are called the oiT-
diagonal elements of the deeoherence functional. The magnitude squared
of the path projected state corresponding to the given path (or the "on-
diagonal element of the decoherence functional") gives the probability for
that path, if that path decoheres.
The set of "all possible paths" is constructed by making all possible
choices for the projection operator at each time from a "complete" set of
projection operators which includes the projection used in the initial path.
Complete means that the projections in the set sum to the identity. The
paths are also taken to be exclusive, so that no two projections overlap.
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7.2 Calculating with the toy system
In the simple example considered here, the only way to make a path alter-
nate to "constant T" is to project onto [_.) at some times instead. Table 1
shows selected elements of the decoherence functional calculated for the toy
model under study. The left column gives results for the strongly coupled
case, where E1 = E2 = 1 and Ex = 10. The time between projections,
At, is 0.2 in this case. The initial conditions were IT) @ [random), and the
situation is identical to the case described in Fig 4 from the Schmidt point
of view. The Schmidt analysis suggested that the spin follows constant
spin paths, aside from small fluctuations. This seems to be born out nicely
by the decoherence functional. The off-diagonal elements are small, and
the on-diag0nal elements are large, giving a substantial probability to the
constant spin up path. Here I provide the magnitude of the real part of the
off-diagonal elements. In some discussions of the decoherence functional it
is the real part which is given importance [28]. I have found both the real
and imaginary parts to be close in size, as suggested in [32].
The right hand column of Table 1 corresponds to the medium coupling
case pictured in Fig 2 from the Schmidt point of view. Everything is the
same as the strongly coupled example except in this case I take Er = 1.
Neither the plots in Fig 2, nor an inspection of the the Hamiltonian lead
one to expect the spin can have any clear history assigned to it. Certalnly
there is no clear indication that a pointer basis should emerge. However,
the qualitative feature of the two columns in Table 1 are much the same. It
is true that the off-diagonal elements are larger in the medium coupled case,
as compared with strong coupling, but in all cases they are small compared
with unity.
Tables 2 and 3 give the same quantities as Table 1, but for different
values of At, the time between projections. In these examples the off-
diagonal elements show even less of a clean distinction been the strong
and medium coupled cases. The origin of the uniformly small off-diagonal
elements is this: Each path projected state is a vector in a large space. It
is a very special case for two vectors in a large space to have significant
overlap. It is easy for even the "random" dynamics of the medium coupled
case to result in path projected states which have little overlap.
The off-diagonal elements of the decoherence functional showed very
little difference, when comparing the strong versus medium coupled cases.
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Elements of the Decoherence Functional
At = 0.2










t_t([TTTTTT]I[$T_TIT])I = 2.9 × lo -5
Table 1: Some elements of the decoherence functional. The quantity At =
0.2 refers to the time between projections. Entries in the Et = 10 column
come from the same initial conditions and coupling strengths as the case
presented in Fig 4 from the Schmidt point of view. The Er = 1 column
corresponds to Fig 2.
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Elements of the Decoherence Functional
A_ = 1











Table 2: Some elements of the decoherenee functional. The quantity At = 1
refers to the time between projections. Entries in the Et = 10 column
come from the same initial conditions and coupling strengths as the case
presented in Fig 4 from the Schmldt point of view. The Et = I column
corresponds to Fig 2
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Elements of the Decoherence Functional
At = 10











Table 3: Some elements of the decoherence functional. The quantity At =
10 refers to the time between projections. Entries in the Ez = 10 column
come from the same initial conditions and coupling strengths as the case
presented in Fig 4 from the Schmidt point of view. The Et = 1 column
corresponds to Fig 2.
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The physical differencesbetweenthe two coupling strengths come out more
clearly when one studies the on-diagonal elements, which give the probabil-
ities assigned to the different paths by the decoherence functional. Table 4
show all the on-diagonal elements for the simplest cases. The on-diagonal
elements all sum to unity, as required by the decoherence functional theory.
At least for the larger two values of At, all paths have sizable probabilities
when Er = 1. That means that if your current state is [1"), for example, you
do not know if the your history was .iT or TT. In this way that the deco-
herence functional does indicate the messiness of the the medium coupled
case. For the strongly coupled case the probabilities are peaked around the
constant spin paths. In the case of EI -- 1 and At ----0.2, the probability is
also peaked around the constant up path. One could argue that the system
has not had time to become messy in this case.
Figure 11 shows the progressive decline of the value of the "constant T"
diagonal decoherence functional element as more and more projections are
made. The time between projections is fixed at At = 0.2 while the final
time is increased. The solid curve is the strongly coupled (Er = 10) case
and the dashed curve corresponds to Ez = 1. Although from the point of
view of the Schmidt paths, the strongly coupled case (Fig 4) exhibits nice
spin T and spin _. paths with relatively _teady probabilities, the decoherence
functional does not directly reveal this behavior. The probability for the
constant up path is continually declining, because each projection misses
the actual state by a bit. The fluctuations in the weakly coupled case are
more wild, so the projection onto IT) is likely to be £urther off the mark.
This can be seen in the steeper decline of the dashed curve in Fig 11 as
compared with the solid (Er = !0) curve.
7'.3 The watchdog effect
Figure 12 is the same as Fig 11 except that the time between projection
has been reduced to At = 0.1. Now the decline with time is less steep.
What we have here is the "watchdog effect" revisited. The projections are
so frequent that they are preventing the spin from evolving out of the [1")
state. The appearance of the watchdog effect under these circumstances
seems much less attractive, as compared with the discussion in section
5.4. In the present case the projections are not even the result of any real
physical interactions. Instead, they are a device introduced by the theorist
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Table 4: Sums of on-diagonal elements of the decoherence functional
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in order to construct an abstract object (the decoherence functional).
The effect of increasing the frequency of projection (or decreasing the
coarse-graining time), as iUustrated in Figs 11 and 12, leads to a very pe-
culiar behavior oi" the probabilities assigned to paths. The solid curve in
Fig 11 tells us that if at a time t = 5 the spin is up, there is a probability
of about 0.6 that it has a history where the spin was exactly up at times
separated by At = 0.2. This particular coarse grained history incorporates
a multitude of more finely grained histories, where the spin might be do-
ing anything in between the special moments separated by Ag = 0.2. In
particular, the history where the spin is exactly up at instants separated
by At = 0.1 is just one of the possibilities. However, Fig 12 shows that
this single possibility is assigned a larger probability than the entire coarse
grained path!
This unusual assignment of probabilities illustrates a problem that a
number of people have with the decoherence functional. The concern is that
projections involved in constructing the decoherence functional represent
interference in the wavefunction evolution on the part of the theorist. There
may be cases where this interference is so great as to prevent the real physics
from coming to light.
7.4 Defining "sufficiently small"
It turns out that concerns, such as the one raised in the previous subsec-
tion,can be resolved by a carefuldefinitionof "small" for the off-diagonal
elements of the decoherence functional. I willoutline the general picture,
and then give a particular example.
In any quantum mechanical expression one is at liberty to insert com-
plete sets of states at will, without changing any physical aspect of the
expression. One could just as well view this as the insertion of a complete
set of projection operators. Of course for a given path projected state, pro-
jection operators are inserted singly. However, in any expression involving
elements of the decoherence functional, enough off-diagonal decoherence
functional elements can be included so that all projections may be viewed
as parts of sums over complete sets of projections. In this case the projec-
tions can not change the physics in any way. Less complete expressions,
which do not involve complete sets of pro jeer, ions, are only generally v_lid if
the net effect of the excluded off-diagonal decoherence functional elements
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would have been small. This leads to a natural definition of "small" for
the decoherence functional elements, which m.ight be very different from
simply comparing them with unity, or with the on-diagonal elements. One
can end up requiring that sums over very many off-diagonal deeoherence
functional elements be small. Under these circumstances even very small
individual off-diagonal elements can wind up being "too large".
By way of an example, I return to the "watchdog effect" as illustrated
in Figs 11 and 12. The multiple projections represented in these figures
will need very many off-diagonal decoherence functional elements to make
them "complete". I will simplify things by considering only an elapsed
time of At = 0.2. This brings one up to the first projection in Fig 11,
and includes the first two projections in Fig 12. I define "r_(_)" to be the
_'l,t
amplitude squared for finding the spin up at time r. This is the same as
the diagonal decoherence functional element for the "[T)" path at time 7" if
_" is also the coarse graining time, so there are no intermediate projections.




By inserting complete sets of projections, this can be rewritten:
(34)
= (Pt + &)eiZ'/2PTe-;al2(P t + PI) e-ia/2 I_ ) (35)
which is the same as:
')= <[lt]l[tl]> + <[,L1"]I[TT])+ <[TT]I[,I.T]>+ <[.LTII[,LT]> (36)
where on the right hand side the time between projection is At = 0.1.
The first term on the right side of Eq 36 is the quantity plotted in Fig
12 at t = 0.2, namely, the probability assigned to the constant T path.
Table 5 shows the calculated values for each term in Eq 36 (the second
two terms in Eq 36 are Hermitian conjugates, and together give twice the
real part of one of them). These terms add up, as required by Eq 36. The
"peculiar behavior" noted in the previous subsection comes form the fact
n(0._)
that the value of ([TT][[TT]) is larger than the value of _T,T • However,
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this behavior is present only to the extent that off-diagonal decoherence
functional elements (the second two terms in Eq 36) are non-zero.
Whenever the watchdog effect produces odd behavior, one will always be
able to point to off-diagonal decoherence functional elements which are not
sufficiently small. Thus one can say that one is not considering %ui_ciently
decohering" paths. Note that the contribution of the off--diagonal elements
is small in Table 5, but that the effect adds up over the long times covered
in Figs 11 and 12. In order to write the equivalent of Eq 36 for Figs
11 12, one must include complete sets of projections at many different
times, not just at one time as in Eq 35. This results in the appearance of
very many off-diagonal decoherence functional elements in the expression.
The large "watchdog effect" is not due to any one off-diagonal element
being particularly large, but is the result of summing man[/small elements
together.
I should note that Eq 36 without the middle two (off-diagonal) terms
is an example of the probability sum rules discussed in [28,29,30,31,32].
Quite generally, these sum rules insure that the probabilities assigned coarse
grained paths are the sums of the probabilities of individual more finely
grained paths. The idea of "decohering paths" is closely linked with the
validity of these sum rules. It appears, therefor, that the notion of "small
off-diagonal elements" discussed in this subsection is in line with what the
authors of [28,29,30,31,32] have in mind.
7.5 Implications
I have shown that the elements of the decoherence functional reflect some
of the same properties observed from the Schmidt point of view. However,
upon closer inspection one is inclined to reject the "decohering paths" label
in both the strong and medium coupled case, because of the violation of
natural probability sum rules due to the "watchdog effect".
Table 6 shows the same decoherence functional elements as in Table 5
except that the time between projections is Ag _-- 10. One might expect
that the watchdog effect can be avoided when the time between projections
is sufficiently long. Indeed, Table 6 gives an example where the coarse
/n(=O)grained probability k*"T,r ) is not, lower than that of either fine grained
path. However, although the sign of the effect is different, the sum rules
are actually violated to roughly the same degree in both Tables .5 and 6,
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Elements of the Dec0herenceFunctional
At= 0.1










Table 5: The elements of the decoherence functional which appear in Eq
[37]. The quantity At = 0.1 refers to the time between projections. Entries
in the Ex = 10 column come from the same initial conditions and coupling
strengths as the case presented in Fig 4 from the Schmidt point of view.
The EI = 1 column corresponds to Fig 2.
Elements of the Decoherence Functional
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Table 6: The elements of the decoherence functional which appear in Eq
[37]. The quantity At = 10 refers to the time between projections. Entries
in the £7i = 10 column come from the same initial conditions and coupling
strengths as the case presented in Fig 4 from the Schmidt point of view.
The Er = I column corresponds Co Fig 2.
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as indicated by the size of the off-diagonal elements (second row), when
compared with Dr, t. If the off diagonal dements in Table 5 are considered
too large for the paths to be "decohering", then the same should hold for
the large At paths in Table 6.
The task of sampling the many possible coarse grairdngs in time is an
enormous one, even for the simple system under study here. I have not
undertaken that task for this paper. However, given what I have shown
so far, it seems probable that the decoherence functional would not assign
"decohering paths" to any of the examples studied in this paper. In each
ease there are fluctuations present at the level which, at least in the small
At case resulted in unacceptable violations of the probability sum rules,
and which represent interference among individual paths.
Despite the fluctuations, there is quite a bit one can say about the
history of the spin system. For example, supposed the spin system were to
be used as a one-bit memory device. We have seen (in Figs 4 and 6) that for
Et = 10, a spin initially set IT) would have a probability of roughly 0.8-4-0.1
to be found in the IT) state at a later time. This probability can be read
directly off the dashed line in the upper plots if the ?,, axis is assumed to
run from 0 to 1. It can also be deduced by thinking in term of two Schmldt
paths. The most probable path has a probability of roughly 0.8 (solid line,
lower plot), and is in a state which fluctuates around IT) (solid line, upper
plot). After the first few units of time, in which the pure IT) initial state
degrades (Fig 4), the fluctuations appear to be stable, even after long times
have elapsed (Fig 6).
There is no doubt that this system makes a lousy memory device. How-
ever, even in this primitive form, one can see that it makes a much better
memory device than the system with medium coupling (Fig 2). The key
difference is that in the strongly coupled case the fluctuations are relatively
small and very stable. In order to improve the device, one would want
to reduce the size of the fluctuations, and cause them to become stabilized
much closer to the pure IT) initial state. None the less, one could not expect
the fluctuations to completely disappear in any realistic situation.
The necessary improvements in this "memory device" can easily be
realized by simply increasing EI. Figure 13 shows the same setup as Fig 4
with Et increased to 100. Now all fluctuations are down to roughly the 1%
level. The future evolution of the system initially set "iT)" is dominated
by a single Schmidt path whose state is very dose to "l]')" at all times.
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A subsequent measurement of the spin has around a 99% probability of
turning out "correctly".
I have also performed the decoherence functional analysis on the Er =
100 example. Not surprisingly, the system is much closer to exhibiting
"decohering paths". The ratio of 2gC([TT]I[ZT]) to ([TT][[TT]), for At = 0.1
is -0.00028 as compared with -0.0031 (from Table 5) for Er = 10. That
means the sum rule (Eq 36 without the middle two terms) is violated to
that much less of a degree. After an elapsed time of five units, the ratio
of the probabilities for the constant [T) paths, comparing At = 0.1 with
At = 0.2 is 1.0033 for Et = 100, as compared with 1.14 for Er = 10 (from
Figs 11 and 12). This indicates a smaller "watchdog effect".
However, one only has to consider long enough times to observe the
sum rules violated to any given degree. One just has to wait longer when
Et = 100. This is because the presence of fluctuations, no matter how
small, steadily reduced the extent to which paths "decohere". By contrast,
as long as these fluctuations are stable, they do not systematically decrease
the reliability of the system as a memory device as time progresses. This
perspective is easily available from the Schmidt analysis.
The discussion here illustrates a way in which the decoherence functional
and the Schmidt paths appear to emphasize different physical properties of
the system under consideration. In section 7.2 I showed ways in which the
two approaches reflected similar aspects of the physics. It remains to be
seen whether it is the similarities or the differences which come out most
strongly when these ideas are applied in other situations.
8 Comparison with other work
Other authors have also studied two state systems coupled to an environ-
ment. In particular such systems appear in some of the pioneering papers
on quantum decoherence [3,9]. The main way the calculations presented
here differ from previous work is that here exact (to machine precision)
solutions are provided for a much more complex system then most of those
which were solved exactly before. The work also represents the first time
a side-by-side comparison of the decoherence functional and the $chmidt
paths has been made. In m6st previous work, the cases which were solved
exactly were very simple. Some cases involved a Hamiltonian which was
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(or became)exactly separable.In other casesthe pointer basis states were
exact eigenstates of the total I-lamiltonian. These simplifications made it
easy for correlations to be discussed, since they were exactly preserved as
time evolved. (Another complex example which is solved exactly is given
by Unruh and Zurek [7].)
More complex examples have been studied, but various approximations
were used. One thing the work here shows clearly is how there are many
ways the Sch.midt states can deviate from a simple pointer basis. In some
cases the deviations are large, while in other cases the deviations amount to
small, stable fluctuations. (Presumably the latter fluctuations are present
at some level in an v realistic example.) I believe that the previous work
was su_clently simplified as to not distinguish among these different possi-
bilities. For example, the _imeacale of these deviations alone is not enough
to distinguish between the two cases.
The model studied here is very close in spirit to 7,urek's model in [3],
but it is less idealized. Although plots appear in [3] of off-diagonal density
matrix elements which are small, but not precisely zero, the plots are for
the case where the on-diagonal elements are degenerate. In this case the
off-diagonal elements would be equally small in any basis, and the interac-
tions being studied do not help choose a pointer basis. It is actually the
correlations between the spin and the "apparatus atom" which determine
the pointer basis, and these are preserved exactly, because the interactions
have been turned of[ (this point is discussed further in [35]).
I should stress, however, that I am not calling into question, or even
adding to the major advances made by Zurek [3] and by Joos and Zeh
[9] in in identifying the mechanisms which cause decoherence, and their
important role in quantum physics. What I am doing in this paper is trying
out different ways of viewing these mechanisms in action, on a system with
a slightly more realistic degree of complexity.
9 Conclusions
I have investigated the decohering properties of a simple toy system from
a number of points of view. One goal w_.s to determine to what extent the
interactions with the environment defined a "pointer basis" whose quantum
coherence was not destroyed by the interactions.
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In the "Schmidt Paths" point of view, the system was studied by follow-
ing the evolution of the eigenstates of the reduced density matrix. Depend-
ing on the couphng strength, there was either: 1) A constant pointer basis
(strong coupling), 2) A simply oscillating pointer basis (weak coupling), or
3) Noisy behavior, with no pointer basis (medium coupling). I also illus-
trated how the st_udard approach of looking at the off-diagonal elements
of the density matrix would not have clearly revealed this behavior.
The situation was not as simple when the density matrix had nearly
degenerate eigenvalues. Due to the simplicity of the model, it is not clear if
this just represents correct high entropy physics, or if the Schrnidt decom-
position is not as useful under these circumstances.
The decoherence functional approach was also used, and applied to both
the strong and medium coupling regimes This formalism provides a way to
determine the extent to which probabilities can be assigned to separate
paths or histories of a quantum system. The different physics of the strong
and medium couplings was apparent in the decoherence functional elements
calculated. However, I argued that care must be taken in defining "sum-
cienfly decohering" paths. By one reasonable definition, it appears that
none of the cases considered in this paper could be assigned decohering his-
tories. This was because fluctuations caused too much interference among
the different paths. Still, I showed that there was a less stringent sense
in which histories could be discussed. I raised the question whether the
decoherence functional might be too strict a way of discussing histories for
some applications.
The work presented here serves to illustrate two different ways of think-
ing about quantum decoherence. These approaches operate in very different
ways, and to some extent emphasize different aspects of" the physics. Of
course the way these approaches must prove themselves is by providing new
insights which contribute to the progress of physics. I-low, in the end, the
Schmidt paths and the decoherence functional measure up to this standard
still remains to be seen.
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A The Schmidt Decomposition
A.1 Proof
Here is a brief proof that the Schmidt decomposition may always be per-
formed: Consider a state [¢) in a vector space which we choose to regard
as a direct product space. Let {[i)1} and {[j)2} each be some orthonormal
basis in the corresponding subspace. There always exist ali's such that
I¢) = _ a,jli)llj)2. (37)
Furthermore, one can define
So that one can always write
I;)2= _ _,jlJ)2 (3s)
1¢) = Y_ 1i)11_)2. (39)
i
In general, the 1_)2's will not be orthogonal or normalized.
Now consider the special case were the {1i),) are the (normalized) eigen-
states of Pl (_ _2(1¢)(¢1) = E,j_ _7¢a_ili)1 x(kl), call them {li)s). In this
case the {I;)_} m.,t be orthogonal,because we must have
One can then see that the I_)0's must be eigenstates of p2 :
p=- _'1(1¢)(¢1)= _17)= 471. (41)
i
Finally, one notes that the non-zero eigenvalues of both pl and p2 are both
given by pi : _1_)2 , and one can construct the normalized states:
Ii)s - (pi)-x/=lg)_. (42)
Equation 39 then becomes
I_) = Z ,/_ I,:>_, li)_ , (43)
i
which is the quoted result.
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A.2 Remarks
Here is a remark which often helps people develop some intuitionabout
the Schmidt decomposition: Ifone isgiven a particul_ vector in a vector
space, and is allowed complete freedom to choose a basis,one can always
choose a basis in which the expansion of the particularvector has but one
term. One simply chooses the firstbasis vector proportional to the state in
question. To get a complete basis,one then constructs an orthonormal set
around that firstbasis vector (using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
procedure). Ii" one does not have complete freedom to choose a basis, but
is allowed to choose any bases within two pre-determined subspaces, then
it should not be surprising that in general one can not get down to a single
term in the expansion. However, one should be able reduce the number
of terms, since there is some remaining flexibility, and that is what the
Schmidt form does. Note that the number of terms in Eq (43) is equal to
the minimum of the two subspace sizes, rather than the product of the two
sizes which would arise in a typical expansion.
B Computational Methods
The computational methods employed in this work are straightforward.
The totalHilbert space has a sizeof 2nl, where nl isthe sizeof the environ-
ment subspace. I startby considering an orthonormai set {[i)w[i= 1,2r_i}
(the "working basis"),which spans the whole space. This setmay be viewed
as a direct product of two sets of vectors, {[T)_,I_>_},and ([j>1[j-- 1,nx},
each of which spans one of the two subspaces. The directproduct form for
each [i)_,can be realizedby writing
[T)@[(i+1)/2)1 i=odd[i)w = H.) ® ](i)/ )_ i = even (44)
In this way a working basis is defined in each of the subsystems as well. Any
state of the system can be represented by a set of 2r_ complex numbers,
a_, normalized to _i c_c_i= 1, giving the expansion coe_cients of the state
in the working basis. These number can be equivalently labeled o_T,(i+l)/2
or (z_,(i)/: according to Eq 44. Likewise, any operator can be represent by a
2r_1 × 2nx array of numbers giving all the matrix elements of the operator
in the working basis.
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In order to do a calculation, first the expansion coefficients of the initial
state in the working basis are calculated. Then the array corresponding to
the total Hamiltonian is constructed, and diagonalized (using a packaged
subroutine from IMSL). One then has a spectrum of eigenvalues {El}, and
a unitary operator U for transforming in and out of the eigenbasis. Using
0, I calculate the expansion coe_cients of the state in the eigenbasis of the
Hamiltonian. Then time evolution is reduced to evaluating a new phase,
e -IEit, for each of the energy eigenbasis expansion coefficients.
At any time Lrt can be used to return to the expansion coemcients in
the working basis. In this basis, it is easy to construct the matrix elements
of pa, or any other quantity of interest. For example
ttl
(TIp2 [£) = _ _;,_,,J. (45)
j=l
With all the elements of p2 in hand, one can then diagonalize it, and exam-
ine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, leading to the Schmidt paths. Like-
wise, the projections needed to construct the decoherence functional are
easy to perform.
C Other numerical issues
C.1 The size of the environment
All the cases discussed in the main part of the paper had nl = 12. I have
studied the system for a variety of different nl's. The value 12 was chosen
because it was large enough for the environment to play the desired role,
but not much larger, so the computations could run as rapidly as possible.
As an illustration, Figures 14 and 15 show the large Er case for different
values of nl. The values of Er are chosen so that Er'_ = 10.x/_.
This keeps the size of a typical energy eigenvalue constant, and makes
comparison more convenient. (See Fig 4 for the Er = 10, nl = 12 case.)
C.2 Tests of the code
All calculations were performed with double precision complex numbers on
a VAX computer. In general, there should not be a problem in accurately
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evaluating the time dependent phasesof the energy eigenstates for the
time ranges considered. In any case, one does not expect numerical errors
to build up in time in this sort of calculation. The state of the world at
each time is calculated directly by shifting the phases of the initial state as
expanded in the energy eigenstates. There is no dependence on the state
at intermediate times.
Perhaps, one could be concerned that the correct physics depends on
the realization of precise relationships among the energy eigenstates. One
example of this is the Ez = 0 case, where the simple evolution of system
2 depends on the relationship Ai - )_j -- E2 holding among pairs of energy
eigenvalues of the "world". Figure 16 shows the results for a Et -- 0
case observed at late times. The fact that the expected simple sinusoidal
evolution is realized indicates that the program is working properly. Note
the large size the environment (nl = 50). Half of the 100 energy eigenstates
have an appreciable overlap with the initial state, so the simple evolution
depicted in Fig 16 shows that the special relationships among all these
states are being correctly accounted for. The choice of E2 = _r was made
so that the phase of the oscillations can also be easily checked to be correct
by inspecting Fig 16. Note also that the entropy remains "exactly" zero,
as it should.
Another confirmation of the code comes from the manifestation of the
correct relationships among the numbers in Tables 4, 5, and 6. In the
first case, the elements sum to unity, and in the later two eases, Eq 36
is obeyed. (The tables actually include some rounding error, since not all
digits are presented. The code realizes the required relationships to much
higher precision.)
Each calculation uses a particular random number seed to generate the
parts 'of the Harr_ltonian and of the initial state designated as "random".
The seed was changed from time to time, and it does not appear that any
results reported here represent atypical realizations. This issue was not
investigated systematically, however.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Weak eoupling (HI =/'/2 = 1, Hr = 0.3), with a I T)2® [rand°m)*
initial state. (a): Solid line is (J) for an eignestate of p2. Dashed line is
,o(_blJ ® Zll_b),,. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid line is the largest
eigenvalue of p=. The size of the environment, nl = 12
Figure 2: Medium eoupling (H, = H_ = 1, Ht = 1), with a } T)2®[random)1
initial state. (a): Solid line is (J) for an eignestate of p2. Dashed line is
w(tbl] ® Ill_b)w. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid line is the largest
eigenvalue of p2. The size of the environment, nl = 12
Figure 3: Stronger coupling (Hx = I-I2 = 1, H, = 3), with a [ T)2®[random)a
initial state. (a): Solid line is (J) for an eignestate of p_. Dashed line is
_(tb]J ® Ilhb>w. (b): Dashed llne is the entropy, solid line is the largest
eigenvalue of p2. The size of the environment, na = 12
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Figure 4: Strong coupling (H1 = ti2 = 1,//I = 10), with a I T}2®Irandom)l
initial state. (a): Solid line is (J} for an eignestate of p2. Dashed line is
_,(¢lJ ® I1]¢),_. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid line is the largest
eigenvalue of p2. The size of the environment, nl = 12
Figure 5: Values of I(TIp2 I )1 as a function of time. The dashed curve
corresponds to the stongly coupled case shown in Fig 4, and the solid curve
is the//f = 1 case in Fig 2.
Figure 6: Strong coupling (H_ =//2 = 1,/'/z = 10), with a [ T)2®lrandom)l
initial state. (a): Solid line is (J) for an eignestate of p2. Dashed line is
_,(¢[J ® II[¢)w. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid line is the largest
eigenvalue of p2. The size of the environment, nl = 12
Figure 7: Strong coupling (Hi = //_ = 1, Hi = 10), with a random ini-
tial state. (a): Solid line is (J) for an eignestate of p2. Dashed line is
w(c[J ® II[¢)w. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid line is the largest
eigenvalue of p2. The size of the environment, nl = 12
Figure 8: Ultra-strong coupling (Hi = //2 = 0.001, Hi = 10000), with a
random initial state. (a): Solid line is (J) for an eignestate of p2. Dashed
line is _(¢[J ® I_[¢)w. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid line is the
largest eigenvalue of p2. Dashed line is w(¢[J @ II[¢)w. (b): Dashed line
is the entropy, solid line is the largest eigenvalue of p2. The size of the





coupling (Hi = H2 = 1, Hi = 0.3), with a random ini-
Solid line is (J) for an eignestate of p_. Dashed line is
(b): Dashed llne is the entropy, solid line is the largest
The size of the environment, nl = 12
Figure 10: Weak coupling (H_ = H2 = 1, HI = 0.3), with a I T)2®[random)l
initial state. (a): Solid line is (J) for an eignestate of p2- Dashed line is
_,(¢[j ® I_[¢)_,. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid line is the largest
eigenvalue of p2. The size of the environment, nl = 12
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Figure 11: The value of the probability assignedby the decoherencefunc-
tional to the constant ]" path as a function of final time. The spacing
between projections remains a constant At = 0.2. The solid line is for
B't = 10 and the dashed line is for Hr = 1.
Figure 12: The value of the probability assigned by the decoherence func-
tional to the constant T path as a function of final time. The spacing
between projections remains a constant At = 0.05. The solid line is for
Hr = 10 and the dashed line is for Hr = 1.
Figure 13: Very strong coupling (H1 = H2 = 1, Hr = 100), with a [ T
)2 @ Irandom)x initial state. (a): Solid line is (J) for an eignestate of p_.
Dashed line (barely distinguishable from the solid line) is _,(¢lJ ® -r11¢),_.
(b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid line is the largest eigenvalue of pu.
The solid line is from numbers recorded to only two decmial places. This
fact influences the detailed shape of the curve. The size of the environment,
nl = 50
Figure 14: Strong coupling, large environment (H1 = H2 = 1, Ht = 4.9),
with a t T)2 @ Irandom), initial state. (a): Solid line is (J) for an eignestate
of p2. Dashed line is ,,(¢[J ®/_]¢),,. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid
line is the largest eigenvalue of p2. The size of the environment, nl = 50
Figure 15: Strong coupling, small environment (H_ =/-/, = 1, H_, = 15.5),
with a IT)2® [random)l initial state. (a): Solid line is (J)for an eignestate
of p2. Dashed line is _,(¢'lJ @ I_l¢)w. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid
line is the largest eigenvalue of P2. The size of the environment, nl = 5
Figure 16: A test calculation with zero coupling and a large environment
(H1 = 1,H2 = rr, Hx = 0), with a [ T)_ ® lrandom)l initial state. (a): Solid
line is (J) for an eignestate ofpz. Dashed line is _(¢IJ ® I1!¢}w. These two
curves are indistinguishable. (b): Dashed line is the entropy, solid line is
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